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Abstract
This paper presents a nondestructive method for determining elastic constants of thin isotropic plate using
ultrasound transducer and Lamb wave measurement. Lens-less PVDF line-focus transducer and Lamb wave
defocusing measurement are fabricated and established for measuring the multimode Lamb wave dispersion curves
of stainless steel and glass plate samples. An modified V(f,z) image waveform processing is carried out to obtain the
Lamb wave dispersion curves accurately from measured data. Matlab simplex optimization function is then further
used for inversely determining Lame’s constants of isotropic plate sample. Measurement accuracy and potential
applications for other types of nondestructive evaluation will be also addressed and discussed in this work.
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1. Introduction:
For an elastic solid material, the elastic wave velocities are directly related to its elastic constants and mass
density. For an isotropic material, there are only two independent elastic constants, and therefore one can derive all
the desired elastic parameters based on two measured elastic constants or wave velocities[1~3]. For determining the
elastic constants, one can measure the p-wave, s-wave, or surface wave velocity directly and then further derive the
elastic constants [2~3]. However, when the sample is a thin plate of relatively small thickness, higher frequency
ultrasound transducers and measurement methods are needed. For example, for a 300~500 m thick glass sample,
transducer’s central frequency should be around 10~100 MHz to distinguish the multiple echoes of p-wave in the
plate. For bulk wave velocities measurement, commercialized p-wave transducers can be easily found.
Unfortunately, high frequency s-wave transducers (>10 MHz) are rare and coupling high-frequency s-wave to a thin
plate sample is not easy. Therefore, there are some difficulties in directly measuring p- and s-waves for determining
the elastic constants of a thin plate sample. Instead, one can solve this issue by measuring the Lamb wave velocities
of the thin plate sample under examination. In theory, the dispersion curve will be dominated by plate sample elastic
constants, such as Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio or Lame’s constants. If one can measure the multimode
dispersion curves, the elastic constants can be determined inversely.
The goal of this work is to present a nondestructive method for determining elastic constants of a thin
isotropic plate. Lens-less PVDF line-focus transducer and Lamb wave defocusing measurement system are used for
measuring multimode Lamb waves dispersion curves. Modified V(f,z) image waveform processing method was
used for waveform analysis so that one can determine dispersion curves accurately. For the determination of elastic
constants, the measured dispersion data are used for inverse calculation process based on simplex optimization
method.

2. Experimental setup and waveform processing
In this work, the measurements of Lamb waves are achieved by using a lens-less PVDF line focus transducer
and the measurement system is shown in Figure 1 The transducer[4~6] is constructed from a cylindrical concave
PVDF film with a tungsten/epoxy backing material for better acoustical impedance matching. It has a curvature
radius of 15 mm and a full opening aperture angle of 120°. The central frequency is around 8 MHz with a 6 MHz
bandwidth (−6 dB). The sample is placed in a water tank. Transducer is mounted on the bracket of a z axis moving
stage (M-410PD, Physik Instrument.) controlled by a motion control card (PCI C843, Physik Instrument.). The
pulser/receiver (5900PR, Panametrics) excites the transducer to generate a pulsed acoustic wave incident on the

sample. The incident wave is then reflected by the sample and returns to the transducer to produce a signal. The
signal is further recorded by the digital oscilloscope (TDS3024B, Tektronix) and is transmitted to the personal
computer via a GPIB interface. All measurement system and simple data analysis are integrated and completed by
LabVIEW program (NI Company). In a defocusing measurement, the transducer is started from the focusing
position and then moving close to the sample. The defocusing distance (z) is the distance between the focal
position of the transducer and the sample surface, as shown in Fig. 1. The waveforms of reflected signals at different
defocusing distance are measured and recorded individually.

Figure 1: measurement system

Figure 2: V(f,z) waveform processing procedure

Let S(t,z) indicates the time-domain waveforms, where t and z correspond to time and defocusing distance
variables respectively. As z is zero, the plate sample is placed at the transducer focal plane. For obtaining Lamb
wave velocities from S(t,z), a well known V(f,z) waveform processing procedure shown in Figure 2 is carried out in
this work. For measurement system and waveform processing validation, the surface wave velocity of tungsten bulk
sample with given p-wave and s-wave velocities were measured for testing. The average value of surface wave
velocity determined from V(f,z) waveform processing is 3834 m/s, as displayed in circles in Figure 3 for all
frequencies. It is very close to 3830 m/s, the theoretical value calculated from p- and s-wave velocities. Which
verifies the accuracy of that measurement system and the V(f,z) waveform processing used in this work.

Figure 3: Surface wave velocity of a tungsten bulk sample.
Figure 4(a) shows defocusing waveforms of stainless steel plate sample with 250µm thickness, a number of
waveforms were measured by defocusing the transducer from 0 to 6 mm in 1mm defocusing interval. The received
signals consist with the wave components that are directly reflected by the plate sample (ray #1 in Figure 1) and the
wave components coupled to Lamb waves of the sample, which traveling along the plate and back to the transducer
(ray #2 in Figure 1).
All waveforms have been normalized in amplitude so that the first echo signal of each waveform corresponds
to the directly reflected waves, has the same magnitude. Also, the waveforms were shifted in time so that the arrival
time of the first echo is coincident with the time origin. Since the aperture angle of the transducer is fairly large
(110°), hence multiple modes of wave can be excited and detected.

The V(f,z) curves for a number of chosen frequencies are shown in Figure 4(b) below. Fourier transform of
these V(f,z) curves with respect to z into 1/z domain is carried out and the normalized amplitude is displayed in
Figure 4(c). Multiple modes of Lamb wave can be obviously found. It should be mentioned that standard way for
finding the dispersion curves is to normalize the amplitude of V(f,z) spectrum in 1/z domain correspond to each
frequency, then further find out the oscillation period ∆z so that one can determine surface wave velocity by use of
the equation[3~6],
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Where VR and Vw are Lamb wave and water wave velocity respectively.
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Figure 4: (a) Experimental waveforms; (b) V(f,z) curves ; and (c) Spectrum of V(f,z) curves of 250µm
stainless steel plate sample
However, the way specified above will increase the difficulty during searching the weaker mode of Lamb
waves, especially in some frequency components the stronger and weaker mode will appear at the same time.
Weaker mode will be suppressed in this situation. Instead, an improved digital image processing (IDIP) is utilized in
this work.
The normalized spectrum of V(f,z) shown in Figure 5, is first used for finding the start point coordinate (1/∆z’,
f’) of each dispersion mode in (1/∆z – f) image plane, A 1/∆z searching algorithm is then further carried out in
non-normalized V(f,z) spectrum, in this way, dispersion mode could be traced from the start point one by one via
scanning the (1/∆z – f) image plane.
In this way, specific weaker dispersion mode component of Lamb waves can be enhanced and therefore could
be detected and recorded accurately. Figure 6 shows the improvement of dispersion curves before and after using the
method above.
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Figure 5: V(f,z) curves spectrum of 250µm stainless steel.
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Figure 6: Dispersion curves of a 250µm stainless steel plate (a) without and (b) with IDIP.

3. Determination of elastic constants by optimization method
For the nature of a thin plate isotropic sample, Lamb wave analysis is usually chosen and dispersion curves of
Lamb waves are used for the purpose of inversely determining elastic constants, as being specified by Lematre [6].
Basically, the way we determine the elastic constants of testing sample is to use the “Fminsearch” function of
Matlab Optimization Toolbox. In this work, the measured low order mode A0 and S0 Lamb waves were used as
optimization analysis input. Simplex optimization algorithm constructed by “Fminsearch” function are carried out in
this study for inversely searching the best solution of p-wave and s-wave velocities and then further find out the
elastic constants of the testing sample. As shown in Figure 7, the optimization algorithm consists of several steps.
First at all, the velocity of Vfm is measured firstly for N values of frequency. A pair of initial velocities, Cp and C t, is
used as input of simplex method, for given increment and range of frequency as well as wave velocity, the
theoretical velocities Vft of Lamb waves can be calculated by Lamb wave equation. The optimized solution can be
found by checking whether the result of (e < ε) is satisfied or not, where e is the error function, established by the
square difference summation of measured and calculated velocities for different frequencies, and could be described
as,
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It will be evaluated with a set of initial input of Cp and Ct. As long as it is not lower than the predefined
tolerance value ε, the velocities Vft are calculated again with a new set of initial input, which will be defined by
simplex “Fminsearch” function. The calculation time can be saved by a good guess of initial input. Output
parameters of this optimization algorithm can be further used for determining the lame’s constants (λ, µ).
Comparison between exact and calculated velocity pair, Cp and Ct of some standard plate samples is listed in Table 1.
Figure 8 show the comparison of exact and determined dispersion curves of stainless steel, fused quartz and glass
plate respectively. One can obviously realize that the Lame’s constants of specific material can be determined
accurately by simplex optimization method.

Figure 7: Simplex optimization algorithm for determining the elastic constants
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Figure 8: Theoretical and determined dispersion curves of (a) 250µm thick stainless steel plate; (b) 156µm fused
quartz plate; and (c) 210µm thick glass plate.

Table 1: Comparison between calculated and exact material property

4. Discussion and Conclusions
Lens-less PVDF line-focus transducer and defocusing measurement system are successfully fabricated and
established for measuring Lamb wave velocity of isotropic plate sample. For the purpose of measuring Lamb wave
dispersion curves completely, an modified V(f,z) digital image processing is successfully developed for tracing each
single mode from a start point in (1/∆z – f) domain and consequently, the dispersion curves can be determined in
turn. However, some fluctuations appear at the higher frequency range of dispersion curves. This is because the
central frequency and bandwidth of the transducer used in this work, are 8 MHz and 6 MHz (-6dB) respectively.
Hence, the excited high frequency components are weak and therefore it is more difficult to search exact 1/∆z at
higher frequency range. This problem could be solved by using higher frequency transducer in the future. The
dispersive data is then further used for inversely determining Lame’s constants of specific plate sample. Some
isotropic plate samples with given material properties are used for algorithm validation. And it is verified that the
algorithm is reliable at samples tested in this work. Especially in glass sample, exact bulk wave velocity pair is
determined at both samples with different thickness. However, some deviations occur at stainless steel and fused
quartz plate sample. This may caused from measurement problem, especially in the case of quartz sample. Some
applications in the future may extend to determine the elastic constants of coating layer and anisotropic plate
samples.
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